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1 Tuesday
8pm America ReFramed
The Unafraid
Banned from attending Georgia's
top five public universities and from
paying in-state tuition at other
public colleges in the state, DACA
(Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals) students like Alejandro,
Silvia, and Aldo unite through their
activist work with an immigrants'
rights group. A humanizing portrait
of undocumented students and
their families, we enter their homes
and learn of their struggles, as
working families like theirs support
their sons and daughters in pursuit
of their dreams for life, liberty, and
happiness.
9:30pm Compadre Huashayo
Inspired by the Ecuadoran
huashayo, an individual appointed
to hire musicians for a special
celebration, Grammy-winning
Western classical composer
Gabriela Frank - a member of the
multicultural and genre-bending
Silk Road Ensemble - decided to
recreate a traditional Western
composition and use only South
America's native instruments. The
resulting piece, "Compadre
Huashayo," is a lively and intriguing
cultural blend of tone and style.
COMPADRE HUASHAYO follows
the story of this custom-designed

composition, which fuses stylistic
traits from two different musical
traditions. Frank replaces the horn
and violin sections with sampona
and quena flutes, siku panpipes,
guitar-like charangos and
bandolins.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am America ReFramed
The Unafraid
Banned from attending Georgia's
top five public universities and from
paying in-state tuition at other
public colleges in the state, DACA
(Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals) students like Alejandro,
Silvia, and Aldo unite through their
activist work with an immigrants'
rights group. A humanizing portrait
of undocumented students and
their families, we enter their homes
and learn of their struggles, as
working families like theirs support
their sons and daughters in pursuit
of their dreams for life, liberty, and
happiness.

2 Wednesday
8pm Head of Joaquin Murrieta
For over a decade filmmaker John
J. Valadez searched for the
remains of Joaquin Murrieta, a
legendary Mexican outlaw who
blazed a trail of revenge across
California until he was caught and
decapitated in the summer of 1853.
A hundred and sixty-two years later
Valadez believes he has the head.
So he embarks on a quixotic,
cross-country road trip through
history, myth and memory to bury
the fabled head of Joaquin
Murrieta. Along the way he
discovers chilling parallels with his
own family story and eventually
realizes that the head he will bury is
only symbolic. And yet its power as
a metaphor remains. Using new
ground breaking scholarship and

working with a team of leading
historians from across the country,
The Head of Joaquin Murrieta
provides a dissenting view of
American history from a decidedly
Chicano perspective. Deeply
personal, irreverent and
entertaining, the film tears open a
painful and long ignored historical
trauma that has never been
explored on American television:
the lynching of Mexican Americans
in the west.
8:30pm POV
The Silence of Others
Learn about the struggle of victims
and survivors of Spain's 40-year
dictatorship under General Franco
as they organize the
groundbreaking "Argentine
Lawsuit" and fight a state-imposed
amnesia of crimes against
humanity.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am My Neighborhood: Pilsen
This engaging new 1-hour
documentary is an intimate street
level look at what community
engagement and activism has done
for one Chicago neighborhood:
Pilsen. Playing like a street mural
come to life, six Pilsen residents
share their personal stories to
illustrate how the residents of this
predominantly Mexican-American
working class community have
organized to address the societal
issues facing their community,
ranging from housing to health care
to education and citizenship.

3 Thursday
8pm Wild Metropolis
Residents
From pythons in Bangkok to otters
in Singapore, cities may seem
unlikely havens for wildlife, but for
animals able to adapt, the urban
world is filled with opportunity.
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9pm Secrets of the Dead
Scanning The Pyramids
Travel with the scientific team
granted unprecedented access by
the Egyptian government to solve a
4,500-year-old mystery: what lies
within the Great Pyramid at Giza.
Using non-invasive technologies,
they make a historic discovery.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Nova
Inside The Megafire
From the front line of the Camp
Fire, the deadliest wildfire in
California history, NOVA tells the
stories of residents who had to flee
for their lives during the 2018 fire
season. Scientists racing to
understand what's behind the rise
of record-breaking megafires
across the American West take to
the forest, and even a fire lab, in
search of answers. They
investigate how forestry practices,
climate change, and the physics of
fire itself play a role in the dramatic
increase in wildfires in recent
decades.

4 Friday
8pm Frontline
The Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia
A year since the murder of
columnist Jamal Khashoggi, an
investigation into the Saudi Crown
Prince. His vision for the future, his
handling of dissent, and his ties to
Khashoggi's murder.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Dictator's Playbook
Kim Il Sung
Witness Kim Il Sung's
transformation from guerrilla fighter
to brutal dictator of North Korea.
How did he build the most

controlled society on earth and
launch a dictatorship that has
lasted for three generations?

5 Saturday
8pm Still Dreaming
STILL DREAMING documents a
unique take on Shakespeare's "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" as
performed by a group of retired
actors, dancers and musicians at
the Lillian Booth Actors Home, an
assisted living facility, just outside
New York City. These former
Broadway stars (Charlotte
Fairchild, Aideen O'Kelly, Robert A.
Evans, Joan Stein, and Dimo
Condos) embark on a journey as
they stage the magical play at the
urging of the Home's
administrators, who see this as an
opportunity to boost quality of life
for the residents. As the rehearsal
process unfolds, the actors find
themselves experiencing both the
pain and exhilaration of
re-immersion in their life's work
amidst the difficulties of old age.
9:30pm Shakespeare Lost,
Shakespeare Found
SHAKESPEARE LOST,
SHAKESPEARE FOUND tells the
fascinating story behind the bold
20-year project by world-renowned
Shakespeare scholar Dr. Gary
Taylor to recreate The History of
Cardenio (1613), a lost work written
by William Shakespeare and his
early collaborator, John Fletcher.
Despite its impressive pedigree,
The History of Cardenio remains
shrouded in mystery because the
400-year-old play did not survive
the ravages of time. Dr. Taylor
resurrected the original manuscript
by de-constructing Double
Falsehood, Lewis Theobald's 1727
adaptation of The History of
Cardenio. This process included

painstaking research of
centuries-old texts and cutting-edge
computer microanalysis of each
author's writing styles. The
documentary culminates with the
first full-scale production of the
work at the Indiana
University-Purdue University
Indianapolis campus, where
academics from around the world
comment on the play's authenticity,
casting choices, plot additions and
controversial ending.
10pm America ReFramed
The Unafraid
Banned from attending Georgia's
top five public universities and from
paying in-state tuition at other
public colleges in the state, DACA
(Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals) students like Alejandro,
Silvia, and Aldo unite through their
activist work with an immigrants'
rights group. A humanizing portrait
of undocumented students and
their families, we enter their homes
and learn of their struggles, as
working families like theirs support
their sons and daughters in pursuit
of their dreams for life, liberty, and
happiness.
11:30pm Compadre Huashayo
Inspired by the Ecuadoran
huashayo, an individual appointed
to hire musicians for a special
celebration, Grammy-winning
Western classical composer
Gabriela Frank - a member of the
multicultural and genre-bending
Silk Road Ensemble - decided to
recreate a traditional Western
composition and use only South
America's native instruments. The
resulting piece, "Compadre
Huashayo," is a lively and intriguing
cultural blend of tone and style.
COMPADRE HUASHAYO follows
the story of this custom-designed
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composition, which fuses stylistic
traits from two different musical
traditions. Frank replaces the horn
and violin sections with sampona
and quena flutes, siku panpipes,
guitar-like charangos and
bandolins.
12am Still Dreaming
STILL DREAMING documents a
unique take on Shakespeare's "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" as
performed by a group of retired
actors, dancers and musicians at
the Lillian Booth Actors Home, an
assisted living facility, just outside
New York City. These former
Broadway stars (Charlotte
Fairchild, Aideen O'Kelly, Robert A.
Evans, Joan Stein, and Dimo
Condos) embark on a journey as
they stage the magical play at the
urging of the Home's
administrators, who see this as an
opportunity to boost quality of life
for the residents. As the rehearsal
process unfolds, the actors find
themselves experiencing both the
pain and exhilaration of
re-immersion in their life's work
amidst the difficulties of old age.

6 Sunday
8pm Nature
Octopus: Making Contact
Follow an Alaskan professor as he
raises and studies a pet octopus in
his home, making remarkable
discoveries about its extraordinary
intelligence, personality and skills.
Octopuses are able to recognize
faces and interact with other
individuals.
9pm Ruben Salazar: Man in the
Middle - A Voces Special
Presentat
"Ruben Salazar: Man in the Middle"
A Voces Special Presentation,
provides insights and answers to
one of the most bizarre, disturbing

and controversial fatal shootings of
the mid-20th century. Part political
expose, part narrative
deconstruction, part poetic
meditation, the film is an
independent and thorough
investigation of the life and death of
Ruben Salazar, a prominent Civil
Rights era journalist. As it sheds
light on Salazar's slaying by a
Sheriff's deputy in 1970, it
extricates him from the myths that
were constructed to suit political
agendas. It also offers a compelling
look at an historical period that still
resonates today -- an era of
repressive law enforcement and of
a people's turbulent search for
recognition as full-fledged
Americans.
10pm Doc World
Visitor's Day
Juan Carlos ran away from an
abusive home and lived on the
streets of Mexico City before
finding his way to a group home for
abandoned and homeless boys.
Here the staff ensure they receive
education, training and emotional
support. Follow Juan Carlos as he
finds the strength to overcome his
sense of abandonment and forgive
his father for the past.
11:30pm Head of Joaquin
Murrieta
For over a decade filmmaker John
J. Valadez searched for the
remains of Joaquin Murrieta, a
legendary Mexican outlaw who
blazed a trail of revenge across
California until he was caught and
decapitated in the summer of 1853.
A hundred and sixty-two years later
Valadez believes he has the head.
So he embarks on a quixotic,
cross-country road trip through
history, myth and memory to bury
the fabled head of Joaquin

Murrieta. Along the way he
discovers chilling parallels with his
own family story and eventually
realizes that the head he will bury is
only symbolic. And yet its power as
a metaphor remains. Using new
ground breaking scholarship and
working with a team of leading
historians from across the country,
The Head of Joaquin Murrieta
provides a dissenting view of
American history from a decidedly
Chicano perspective. Deeply
personal, irreverent and
entertaining, the film tears open a
painful and long ignored historical
trauma that has never been
explored on American television:
the lynching of Mexican Americans
in the west.
12am Nature
Octopus: Making Contact
Follow an Alaskan professor as he
raises and studies a pet octopus in
his home, making remarkable
discoveries about its extraordinary
intelligence, personality and skills.
Octopuses are able to recognize
faces and interact with other
individuals.

7 Monday
9pm Local, USA
25 Texans in the Land of Lincoln
Join the quest of 25 history
students, mostly Mexican
American, who drive 2,000 miles
from the Alamo in Texas to a
Springfield, Illinois museum asking
to repatriate General Santa Anna's
prosthetic leg and honoring Abe
Lincoln's support of Mexico with a
Day of the Dead altar. With humor,
humility, and animated history
lessons, these students from San
Antonio's St. Mary's University
raise questions of identity, borders,
museum ethics, and collective
memory.
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9:30pm Stories from the Stage
Fresh Start
Life is full of opportunities to begin
again. Claritza Abreu prepares for
her first job in the US by reading
the phone book. In Afghanistan,
Mahboba Akhtarzadah journeys to
her classroom against all odds.
Dillan DiGiovanni discovers that
sometimes we need to face our
past before moving forward.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Independent Lens
Dolores
Meet the indomitable Dolores
Huerta, who tirelessly led the fight
for racial and labor justice
alongside Cesar Chavez, becoming
one of the most defiant - and
unheralded - feminist activists of
the 20th century.

8 Tuesday

is elected president of Costa Rica.
First Lady of the Revolution
portrays a courageous woman who
escaped the confines of a sheltered
existence to help nurture a young
democracy.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Personal Statement:
America Reframed
Personal Statement follows three
high school seniors from Brooklyn
intent on defying the odds for
themselves and their classmates by
becoming the very resource they
don't have for themselves: peer
college counselors. An
observational film, Personal
Statement weaves together their
individual struggles, family life, and
highs and lows of the of their
respective college application
processes.

8pm Personal Statement:
America Reframed
Personal Statement follows three
high school seniors from Brooklyn
intent on defying the odds for
themselves and their classmates by
becoming the very resource they
don't have for themselves: peer
college counselors. An
observational film, Personal
Statement weaves together their
individual struggles, family life, and
highs and lows of the of their
respective college application
processes.
9pm Reel South
First Lady of the Revolution
Produced and Directed by: Andrea
Kalin. Henrietta Boggs, a reluctant
Southern belle, finds her way to
Central America in the 1940s, in
search of freedom and adventure.
Instead, she is swept up in political
upheaval, when her new husband

8pm POV
America
Diego lives away from his family,
where he scrubs wax in a surf shop
by day and stilt-walks the malecon
by night. He returns home after his
grandmother, America, falls from
her bed, leading to his father's
arrest for elder neglect.
9pm Frontline
On The President's Orders
The story of President Duterte's
campaign against drug dealers and
addicts in the Philippines. Told with
unprecedented and intimate access
to both sides of the bloody war - the
Manila police and an ordinary
family from the slums.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am POV
Nowhere to Hide

9 Wednesday

Follow male nurse Nori Sharif
through five years of dramatic
change in one of the world's most
dangerous areas: central Iraq.
Here, hopes of a better future after
the U.S. retreat in 2011 give way to
the sudden rise of ISIS.

10 Thursday
8pm Wild Metropolis
Commuters
In a modern migration, animals
travel in and out of cities to find
food and shelter or to start a family.
See if the secret to success in a
fast-changing world is commuting.
9pm Neanderthals: Meet Your
Ancestors
Follow Andy Serkis, the master of
performance capture, Ella AlShamahi, a rising star in
Neanderthal research, and a group
of experts who create, for the first
time ever, a scientifically accurate
3D Neanderthal.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Nova
Day The Dinosaurs Died
Investigate how an asteroid
vanquished the dinosaurs 66
million years ago. Join scientists as
they drill into the impact crater and,
for the first time, reconstruct the
hell on earth that unfolded in the
minutes, hours and months after
the impact.

11 Friday
8pm Retro Report On PBS
Episode One
Learn social media's addictive
power. Discover NFL protests' ties
to 1968. See how Wall Street
women fought harassment, and a
python invasion. Andy Borowitz
compares politics ads to cigarettes.
9pm Retro Report On PBS
Episode Two
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Uncover crime evidence pulled
from DNA websites. See how drug
rules stem from a pill's side effects.
Learn how a screen addiction cure
is rooted in the past and why
Americans are ambivalent about
robots. Andy Borowitz objects to
"no news."
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Dictator's Playbook
Saddam Hussein
Learn how Saddam Hussein ruled
Iraq with an iron fist for over 30
years. To maintain power, he used
fear, intimidation and violence like
few others in history, but he made
the fatal mistake of believing his
regime could take on the whole
world.

12 Saturday
8pm Some Kind of Spark
Some Kind of Spark is a
feature-length documentary that
follows seven, inner-city kids (ages
7-14) from New York City as they
embark on a life-changing
experience-studying music at the
Juilliard School of Music. Shot in
HD over a 2-year period, "Spark"
intimately follows the students
inside the classroom and out; from
their homes in America to their
parents' homes abroad; from
practice rooms to stages.
9:30pm Local, USA
25 Texans in the Land of Lincoln
Join the quest of 25 history
students, mostly Mexican
American, who drive 2,000 miles
from the Alamo in Texas to a
Springfield, Illinois museum asking
to repatriate General Santa Anna's
prosthetic leg and honoring Abe
Lincoln's support of Mexico with a
Day of the Dead altar. With humor,
humility, and animated history

lessons, these students from San
Antonio's St. Mary's University
raise questions of identity, borders,
museum ethics, and collective
memory.
10pm Personal Statement:
America Reframed
Personal Statement follows three
high school seniors from Brooklyn
intent on defying the odds for
themselves and their classmates by
becoming the very resource they
don't have for themselves: peer
college counselors. An
observational film, Personal
Statement weaves together their
individual struggles, family life, and
highs and lows of the of their
respective college application
processes.
11pm Reel South
First Lady of the Revolution
Produced and Directed by: Andrea
Kalin. Henrietta Boggs, a reluctant
Southern belle, finds her way to
Central America in the 1940s, in
search of freedom and adventure.
Instead, she is swept up in political
upheaval, when her new husband
is elected president of Costa Rica.
First Lady of the Revolution
portrays a courageous woman who
escaped the confines of a sheltered
existence to help nurture a young
democracy.
12am Some Kind of Spark
Some Kind of Spark is a
feature-length documentary that
follows seven, inner-city kids (ages
7-14) from New York City as they
embark on a life-changing
experience-studying music at the
Juilliard School of Music. Shot in
HD over a 2-year period, "Spark"
intimately follows the students
inside the classroom and out; from
their homes in America to their
parents' homes abroad; from

practice rooms to stages.

13 Sunday
8pm Nature
The Serengeti Rules
Explore some of the most remote
and spectacular places on Earth
with a pioneering group of
scientists who make surprising
discoveries that transform human
understanding of nature and
ecology. Based on a book of the
same name.
9pm Finding Your Roots
Hollywood Royalty
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps actors
Isabella Rossellini, Anjelica Huston
and Mia Farrow unearth surprising
new revelations about their family
histories, taking them generations
beyond their famous cinematic
forebears.
10pm The Hispanic Heritage
Awards
The Hispanic Heritage Awards will
honor five to seven individuals or
organizations doing outstanding
work in a variety of fields to benefit
the Hispanic and Latinx community
in the United States and abroad.
The evening will feature award
presentations for each of these
honorees, as well as featured
musical performances.
11pm POV
Brimstone & Glory
The National Pyrotechnic Festival
in Tultepec, Mexico, is the site of a
festivity unlike any other in the
world. For the three-quarters of
Tultepec residents who work in
pyrotechnics, the 10-day
celebration anchors their way of
life.
12am Nature
The Serengeti Rules
Explore some of the most remote
and spectacular places on Earth
with a pioneering group of
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scientists who make surprising
discoveries that transform human
understanding of nature and
ecology. Based on a book of the
same name.

14 Monday
8pm Massacre River: The
Woman Without A Country
Massacre River: The Woman
Without a Country is told through
the eyes of Pikilina, a
Dominican-born woman of Haitian
descent. Racial and political
violence erupt when the country of
her birth, the Dominican Republic
reverses its birthright citizenship
law and she is left stateless, along
with over 250,000 others.
9pm Local, USA
Tariq's Cube
Tariq's cube charts the rocky
terrain of boyhood in America
through the eyes of Tariq, a Muslim
American boy figuring out his place
in the world through a series of
Rubik's cube competitions. We
learn Tariq's path to adulthood is
full of ups and downs, with success
and tragedy alike firmly challenging
him to figure out who he is and
what he wants to do. Add to that
the backdrop of a country
struggling to figure out how to
understand its Muslim neighbors.
9:30pm Stories from the Stage
Stand Up
Tonight's tellers share those
moments when they stood up,
spoke out, and changed everything.
Andy Vargas takes his political
activism door-to-door. Katie
Liesener discovers how
compassion can cross the
language barrier. And Yvette
Modestin battles exclusion by
creatively redefining her Blackness.
Hosted by Theresa Okokon.
10pm PBS NewsHour

11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Place to Stand
A PLACE TO STAND is the
amazing true story of how Jimmy
Santiago Baca - a man with
seemingly no future - became a
celebrated poet, novelist and
screenwriter. Based on the memoir
of the same name, the
documentary takes viewers into
Jimmy's past and present, to
uncover how the power of the
written word lifted him from the
violence and pain that had defined
his early life.

15 Tuesday
8pm America ReFramed
The Corridor
At least 70 percent of people in jail
have little to no high school
education, and at least 70 percent
of the people released end up back
in jail. THE CORRIDOR shows the
inner-workings and challenges of
San Francisco's Five Keys Charter
School a?' the first high school of
its kind in the United States that
provides inmates the opportunity to
earn a high school diploma to
prepare them for successful
reintegration into their communities.
Most of the inmates, whose crimes
range from triple murder to
peddling marijuana, were born into
circumstances where bad choices
were their biggest option. Bethany,
a mother of six, was a ninth-grade
dropout and confesses that she
doesn't know how to get or keep a
job or maintain a household.
William's dad left him when he was
11 years old and by the age of 13
sought "success" by dealing drugs
and getting all the girls. On
average, most inmates read at just
a fifth-grade level, and most have
had a negative educational

experience. Designed upon the
premise that the key to
reintegration is education, Five
Keys Charter School strives to
create alternatives to the revolving
door of incarceration. Enrollment is
mandatory for all inmates who
never received a high school
diploma. In addition to classes that
range from algebra to civics, the
school also offers lessons in art
and meditation. For many of the
inmates, the experience validates
their humanity: they are respected
for the value of their minds, and
their opinions matter. As the
inmates begin to think about what
they might want to do differently in
life, THE CORRIDOR invites
viewers to ask: is education the first
step along the pathway to
restorative justice?
9:30pm First Degree
Venture inside the maximum
security Sing Sing prison to meet
inmates attending college there.
Despite high recidivism rates
nationwide, for the past 14 years,
less than one percent of the Sing
Sing prisoners who earned a
degree returned to prison.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am America ReFramed
The Corridor
At least 70 percent of people in jail
have little to no high school
education, and at least 70 percent
of the people released end up back
in jail. THE CORRIDOR shows the
inner-workings and challenges of
San Francisco's Five Keys Charter
School a?' the first high school of
its kind in the United States that
provides inmates the opportunity to
earn a high school diploma to
prepare them for successful
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reintegration into their communities.
Most of the inmates, whose crimes
range from triple murder to
peddling marijuana, were born into
circumstances where bad choices
were their biggest option. Bethany,
a mother of six, was a ninth-grade
dropout and confesses that she
doesn't know how to get or keep a
job or maintain a household.
William's dad left him when he was
11 years old and by the age of 13
sought "success" by dealing drugs
and getting all the girls. On
average, most inmates read at just
a fifth-grade level, and most have
had a negative educational
experience. Designed upon the
premise that the key to
reintegration is education, Five
Keys Charter School strives to
create alternatives to the revolving
door of incarceration. Enrollment is
mandatory for all inmates who
never received a high school
diploma. In addition to classes that
range from algebra to civics, the
school also offers lessons in art
and meditation. For many of the
inmates, the experience validates
their humanity: they are respected
for the value of their minds, and
their opinions matter. As the
inmates begin to think about what
they might want to do differently in
life, THE CORRIDOR invites
viewers to ask: is education the first
step along the pathway to
restorative justice?

16 Wednesday
9pm Frontline
Supreme Revenge
Inside the no-holds-barred war for
control of the Supreme Court. From
Brett Kavanaugh to Robert Bork, an
investigation of how a 30-year-old
grievance transformed the Court
and turned confirmations into bitter,

partisan conflicts.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Local, USA
Tariq's Cube
Tariq's cube charts the rocky
terrain of boyhood in America
through the eyes of Tariq, a Muslim
American boy figuring out his place
in the world through a series of
Rubik's cube competitions. We
learn Tariq's path to adulthood is
full of ups and downs, with success
and tragedy alike firmly challenging
him to figure out who he is and
what he wants to do. Add to that
the backdrop of a country
struggling to figure out how to
understand its Muslim neighbors.
12:30am POV
The Feeling of Being Watched
When journalist Assia Boundaoui
investigates rumors of surveillance
in an Arab American neighborhood
outside Chicago, she uncovers one
of the largest counterterrorism
probes conducted before 9/11, one
that has had profound impacts on
the community.

17 Thursday
8pm Wild Metropolis
Survivors
As the urban world grows, animals
are displaced from land that
belonged to them. From herons to
humpback whales, follow the
captivating stories of wild survivors.
9pm Neanderthals: Meet Your
Ancestors
Join Ella Al-Shamahi, assisted by
Hollywood actor Andy Serkis, as
she explores the fate of the
Neanderthals, asking why they
became extinct and discovering
how they live on inside us today.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report

11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Nova
Why Bridges Collapse
In 2018, Italy's Morandi Bridge
collapsed, killing 43 people. NOVA
investigates what went wrong and
explores other bridge collapses
across the United States. How can
new engineering techniques make
bridges safer and prevent such
tragedies?

18 Friday
8pm Retro Report On PBS
Episode Three
Learn why crime witnesses fail to
act. Meet a Naval officer who
transformed the military.
Psychedelic drugs like LSD are
back in the lab. Follow the voyage
of a trash barge that persuaded us
to recycle. Andy Borowitz highlights
lunar hoaxes.
9pm Retro Report On PBS
Episode Four
Hear how President Trump is
taking on the press with a
time-tested strategy. Learn the
origins of vaccine fears. Discover
the story behind free agency, and a
law that was meant to rescue wild
horses. Andy Borowitz bemoans
the no-apology apology.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Dictator's Playbook
Benito Mussolini
See why Benito Mussolini was
considered a pioneer among 20th
century dictators. From
undermining judges to
indoctrinating children, he forged
key tactics for seizing power. He
also created fascism, an ideology
that would plunge Europe into
darkness.

19 Saturday
8pm Into The Amazon: American
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Experience
Discover the remarkable story of
the perilous 1914 journey of
Theodore Roosevelt and Brazilian
explorer Candido Rondon into the
dark and deadly heart of the
Amazon rainforest. Featuring the
voices of Alec Baldwin and Wagner
Moura.
10pm America ReFramed
The Corridor
At least 70 percent of people in jail
have little to no high school
education, and at least 70 percent
of the people released end up back
in jail. THE CORRIDOR shows the
inner-workings and challenges of
San Francisco's Five Keys Charter
School a?' the first high school of
its kind in the United States that
provides inmates the opportunity to
earn a high school diploma to
prepare them for successful
reintegration into their communities.
Most of the inmates, whose crimes
range from triple murder to
peddling marijuana, were born into
circumstances where bad choices
were their biggest option. Bethany,
a mother of six, was a ninth-grade
dropout and confesses that she
doesn't know how to get or keep a
job or maintain a household.
William's dad left him when he was
11 years old and by the age of 13
sought "success" by dealing drugs
and getting all the girls. On
average, most inmates read at just
a fifth-grade level, and most have
had a negative educational
experience. Designed upon the
premise that the key to
reintegration is education, Five
Keys Charter School strives to
create alternatives to the revolving
door of incarceration. Enrollment is
mandatory for all inmates who
never received a high school

diploma. In addition to classes that
range from algebra to civics, the
school also offers lessons in art
and meditation. For many of the
inmates, the experience validates
their humanity: they are respected
for the value of their minds, and
their opinions matter. As the
inmates begin to think about what
they might want to do differently in
life, THE CORRIDOR invites
viewers to ask: is education the first
step along the pathway to
restorative justice?
11:30pm First Degree
Venture inside the maximum
security Sing Sing prison to meet
inmates attending college there.
Despite high recidivism rates
nationwide, for the past 14 years,
less than one percent of the Sing
Sing prisoners who earned a
degree returned to prison.
12am Into The Amazon:
American Experience
Discover the remarkable story of
the perilous 1914 journey of
Theodore Roosevelt and Brazilian
explorer Candido Rondon into the
dark and deadly heart of the
Amazon rainforest. Featuring the
voices of Alec Baldwin and Wagner
Moura.

20 Sunday

Melissa McCarthy and Eric
Stonestreet, retracing the ancestral
journeys that laid the groundwork
for their success.
10pm Doc World
My Atomic Aunt
Japanese filmmaker Kyoko Miyake
visits a relative who lived in the
area that was devastated by the
2011 tsunami and subsequent
disaster at the Fukushima nuclear
plant.
11pm Massacre River: The
Woman Without A Country
Massacre River: The Woman
Without a Country is told through
the eyes of Pikilina, a
Dominican-born woman of Haitian
descent. Racial and political
violence erupt when the country of
her birth, the Dominican Republic
reverses its birthright citizenship
law and she is left stateless, along
with over 250,000 others.
12am Nature
Undercover in the Jungle
Go undercover with a film crew on
a perilous journey to the untouched
wilderness of biodiversity in the
Amazon rainforest. Meet some of
the most incredible creatures, from
pygmy marmosets to pumas, as the
wild secrets of the jungle are
revealed.

8pm Nature
Undercover in the Jungle
Go undercover with a film crew on
a perilous journey to the untouched
wilderness of biodiversity in the
Amazon rainforest. Meet some of
the most incredible creatures, from
pygmy marmosets to pumas, as the
wild secrets of the jungle are
revealed.
9pm Finding Your Roots
Off The Farm
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the
humble roots of comedic actors

8pm Journey to Jobs
JOURNEY TO JOBS is hosted by
PBS Newshour's Hari Sreenivasan
from the Tisch WNET Studios at
Lincoln Center in New York City.
Hari will take viewers across the
country, highlighting individuals and
organizations who are connecting
job seekers to employment at each
stop. The broadcast will tell the
story of how communities are
providing support, advice, and
intervention services to youth,

21 Monday
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veterans, and adults in career
transition. In JOURNEY TO JOBS,
viewers hear directly from job
seekers and the newly employed,
business and nonprofit leaders, as
well as program staff, volunteers
and mentors as they work to create
pathways to high-demand skilled
careers. Each segment is tied to
one of the American Graduate
content strands, including Barriers
to Employment, Career Pathways,
Connecting Job Seekers to
Networks, Innovative Career
Education Models, and Mentorship.
9pm Life on the Line
Flight to Survive
Follow an emergency trauma team
as they transport injured children by
air to one of the few level 1
pediatric trauma centers in the
nation. From a near drowning to a
child stroke, be inspired by some of
the youngest members of society
and their families as they fight to
overcome tragedy.
9:30pm Stories from the Stage
You Only Live Once
What is a life worth living? Certainly
a life well lived...because it only
happens once. Gianmmarco Soresi
goes on a harrowing skydiving trip
and realizes that sometimes in love
we jump too late; at 15, Brendyn
Schneider's dream of a first kiss
finally comes true; and Alison Tocci
and her family celebrate life and
death in wonderful and unique
ways. Three storytellers, three
interpretations of YOU ONLY LIVE
ONCE, hosted by Theresa Okokon.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Cyberwork and the
American Dream
This documentary looks at the
impact of robotics and artificial

intelligence on the future of work.
Since the Industrial Revolution,
new technology has increased
wealth, freedom and life
expectancy. But it has also
destroyed outdated businesses and
automated jobs. How can the U.S.
best prepare for the challenges of
this new technological disruption?

22 Tuesday
8pm America ReFramed
Intelligent Lives
Narrated by Academy-Award
nominee Chris Cooper,
INTELLIGENT LIVES follows three
young adults with intellectual
disabilities: Micah, Naieer, and
Naomie, who, with the support of
family, educators, and colleagues,
work toward a future marked with
increased inclusion and
independence. Their pioneering
lives challenge staid notions of
intelligence as they navigate high
school, college, and the workforce.
9:30pm Dreamers Theater
The uplifting performance
documentary DREAMERS
THEATER follows a group of
cognitively challenged teens and
young adults as they rehearse and
stage the original musical,
Assuming Assumptions. The play
dramatizes the issues faced by
individuals with special needs in the
hopes of increasing awareness
about this population and their
capabilities. Members of this
Richmond, Va.-based acting troupe
live with a variety of developmental
disabilities, including autism,
Down's Syndrome, Asperger's
Syndrome and other
high-functioning disorders or
differences. Off-stage, Ross
Lipstock - the son of show creator
Joan Babich Lipstock - lives with an
autism spectrum disorder; on

stage, he overcomes his social
awkwardness and communication
difficulties to portray young men
dealing with the same challenges
he navigates every day employment, transportation woes,
housing, relationships and more.
Dreamers Theater formed in 2004
to extend the support when a
developmentally disabled individual
reaches adulthood. Today, the
community-based theater
enhances the lives of these young
men and women in myriad ways. It
enables them to showcase their
artistic abilities, practice
transferable life skills, build
confidence, gain a higher level of
independence and to socialize with,
and serve as role models for, their
peers. DREAMERS THEATER
intercuts real-life stories together
with similar scenes from the play: a
young couple with Asperger's
syndrome go on a date, a young
man with Down's Syndrome works
his shift at a local restaurant and
another young man misses his bus
stop and loses his way home.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am America ReFramed
Intelligent Lives
Narrated by Academy-Award
nominee Chris Cooper,
INTELLIGENT LIVES follows three
young adults with intellectual
disabilities: Micah, Naieer, and
Naomie, who, with the support of
family, educators, and colleagues,
work toward a future marked with
increased inclusion and
independence. Their pioneering
lives challenge staid notions of
intelligence as they navigate high
school, college, and the workforce.

23 Wednesday
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9pm Frontline
Zero Tolerance
Trump turned immigration into a
powerful political weapon that
fueled division and violence. Inside
the effort by three insurgents to tap
into populist anger, transform the
GOP, and crack down on
immigration.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Reel South
Jonah Stands Up
Film by: Hannah Engelson. Jonah
Bascle was an unconventional
mayoral candidate, even by New
Orleans standards: artist,
comedian, disability-rights activist.
Born with muscular dystrophy,
Jonah raced against mortality
throughout his twenties. Combining
humor, political action, and a sense
of urgency, Jonah Stands Up
challenges stereotypes associated
with differently-abled individuals in
New Orleans.
12:30am POV
Blowin' Up
Working within a broken criminal
justice system, a team of rebel
heroines work to change the way
women arrested for prostitution are
prosecuted. The film celebrates
acts of steadfast defiance, even as
it reveals the hurdles these women
must face.

9pm Food - Delicious Science
Food on the Brain
Travel the world with Michael
Mosley and James Wong to
discover how the chemistry in our
food affects our brains and creates
our deepest cravings. This is
delicious science.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Nova
Look Who's Driving
After years of anticipation,
autonomous vehicles are now
being tested on public roads all
over the world. Dozens of startups
have sprung up alongside
established auto and tech
giants-who are also testing the
waters-to form what many hope will
be a transformative new industry.
As ambitious innovators are
rushing to cash in on what they see
as high tech's next pot of gold,
some experts warn there are still
daunting challenges to overcome...
such as how to train computers to
make life-and-death decisions as
well as humans can. NOVA peers
under the hood of the autonomous
automotive industry to investigate
how exactly driverless cars work,
how they may change the way we
live, and whether we will ever be
able to entrust them with our lives.

24 Thursday

8pm Retro Report On PBS
Episode Five
Learn how texting could reduce
suicides. See why surrogate
parenthood is still being shaped by
Baby M. Shine a light on lead,
banned but not gone. Climate help
may come from the Cold War. Andy
Borowitz recalls a flaming river.
9pm Retro Report On PBS
Episode Six

8pm Life from Above
Moving Planet
See new footage of the greatest,
most beautiful and powerful
movements on our planet.
Cameras in space capture events
like an elephant family's struggle
through drought, and thousands of
Shaolin Kung-Fu students
performing in perfect synchronicity.

25 Friday

Discover the lessons from a 1970s
public housing experiment.
Understand the roots of newborn
testing. Explore head injuries in pro
sports. See why too few people, not
too many, is a problem. Andy
Borowitz takes on Space Force.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Dictator's Playbook
Manuel Noriega
Watch Manuel Noriega rise through
the Panamanian military to become
chief of intelligence -- and then,
military dictator. He spied for the
United States, but in the end,
money laundering, drug trafficking
and political crimes led to his
downfall.

26 Saturday
8pm New Orleans: The First 300
Years
NEW ORLEANS: THE FIRST 300
YEARS chronicles the history of the
internationally renowned city including its rough start as a French
colony in a humid location teeming
with alligators and mosquitoes, its
time under Spanish domination,
and its eventual purchase by
America at the beginning of the
19th century. Narrated by actor
John Goodman, the film also
explores its time as a major center
for the slave trade, the
Reconstruction era, the impact of
civil rights legislation on the city,
and the homefront during WWII.
Additional segments look at the
early days of Mardi Gras, Carnival
and the city's musical, culinary and
literary history.
9:30pm Reel South
The Exceptionally Extraordinary
By Lindsey Phillips and Lauren
Domino. Come along with colorful
characters carrying on a cherished
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Mardi Gras tradition as they gather
at the epicenter of all things
costuming - the family-owned
Jefferson Variety fabric and craft
store. The film highlights the
creativity and personal expression
linked in the cultural identity and
narrative of New Orleans and
provides a deeper look into the
significance of costuming and the
carnival season.
10pm America ReFramed
Intelligent Lives
Narrated by Academy-Award
nominee Chris Cooper,
INTELLIGENT LIVES follows three
young adults with intellectual
disabilities: Micah, Naieer, and
Naomie, who, with the support of
family, educators, and colleagues,
work toward a future marked with
increased inclusion and
independence. Their pioneering
lives challenge staid notions of
intelligence as they navigate high
school, college, and the workforce.
11:30pm Dreamers Theater
The uplifting performance
documentary DREAMERS
THEATER follows a group of
cognitively challenged teens and
young adults as they rehearse and
stage the original musical,
Assuming Assumptions. The play
dramatizes the issues faced by
individuals with special needs in the
hopes of increasing awareness
about this population and their
capabilities. Members of this
Richmond, Va.-based acting troupe
live with a variety of developmental
disabilities, including autism,
Down's Syndrome, Asperger's
Syndrome and other
high-functioning disorders or
differences. Off-stage, Ross
Lipstock - the son of show creator
Joan Babich Lipstock - lives with an

autism spectrum disorder; on
stage, he overcomes his social
awkwardness and communication
difficulties to portray young men
dealing with the same challenges
he navigates every day employment, transportation woes,
housing, relationships and more.
Dreamers Theater formed in 2004
to extend the support when a
developmentally disabled individual
reaches adulthood. Today, the
community-based theater
enhances the lives of these young
men and women in myriad ways. It
enables them to showcase their
artistic abilities, practice
transferable life skills, build
confidence, gain a higher level of
independence and to socialize with,
and serve as role models for, their
peers. DREAMERS THEATER
intercuts real-life stories together
with similar scenes from the play: a
young couple with Asperger's
syndrome go on a date, a young
man with Down's Syndrome works
his shift at a local restaurant and
another young man misses his bus
stop and loses his way home.
12am New Orleans: The First 300
Years
NEW ORLEANS: THE FIRST 300
YEARS chronicles the history of the
internationally renowned city including its rough start as a French
colony in a humid location teeming
with alligators and mosquitoes, its
time under Spanish domination,
and its eventual purchase by
America at the beginning of the
19th century. Narrated by actor
John Goodman, the film also
explores its time as a major center
for the slave trade, the
Reconstruction era, the impact of
civil rights legislation on the city,
and the homefront during WWII.

Additional segments look at the
early days of Mardi Gras, Carnival
and the city's musical, culinary and
literary history.

27 Sunday
8pm Nature
Okavango: River of Dreams:
Paradise
See the landscape and wildlife of
the Upper Okavango River. A
lioness severely injured by a buffalo
is left for dead by her pride. Now
handicapped, she has to survive in
the swamp alone, hunting to feed
her little cubs.
9pm Finding Your Roots
Family Reunions
Uncover family mysteries about two
legends of hip hop, Sean Combs
and LL Cool J, through the use of
DNA technology that reveals
information that shakes their very
foundations.
10pm Doc World
A Goat for a Vote
A Goat for a Vote follows three
students in Kenya competing to
become the next school president.
Winning the election will not only
earn them power and respect, but
guarantees a role within Kenyan
society in the future. Magdalene
has to prove herself in a
boy-dominated school which has
never been led by a girl. She has
the impossible task to unite all girls
in her fight for equal rights. Harry,
from the poor side of town, hopes
to win so he will be able to take
care of his family in the future. He
struggles against the popular Said,
who is a natural born leader with a
disarming smile. The endless
enthusiasm and motivation of these
three candidates guarantees that
this will be a fierce election battle.
11pm POV
Still Tomorrow
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A village woman without a high
school diploma has become
China's most famous poet. Meet
the breakout writer Yu Xihua, a
woman with cerebral palsy,
poignantly weaving her personal
story with that of an ascendant,
urbanizing China.
12am Nature
Okavango: River of Dreams:
Paradise
See the landscape and wildlife of
the Upper Okavango River. A
lioness severely injured by a buffalo
is left for dead by her pride. Now
handicapped, she has to survive in
the swamp alone, hunting to feed
her little cubs.

28 Monday
8pm Edgar Allan Poe: American
Masters
Discover the real story of the
notorious author, starring Denis
O'Hare as Edgar Allan Poe. The
program explores the
misrepresentations of Poe and
reveals how he tapped into what it
means to be human in a modern
and sometimes frightening world.
9:30pm Stories from the Stage
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Things That Go Bump in
the Night
Tales of Haunted New England
THINGS THAT GO BUMP IN THE
NIGHT details some of New
England's most bone-chilling
stories, myths and legends.
Interviews with local authors and
experts, along with personal
accounts, reveal tales of the
supernatural, the unexplained and
the mysterious. The special
features visits to the infamous
Lizzie Borden home in Fall River,
MA, the long-abandoned village of

Dudleytown in northern
Connecticut, the Hoosac Tunnel in
the Berkshire Mountains, the New
London Ledge Lighthouse,
Bellcourt Castle in Newport, Rhode
Island and a Union cemetery in
Easton, CT - the sites of terrible
tragedies, supposed curses and
ghostly hauntings.

29 Tuesday
8pm America ReFramed
Perfectly Normal for Me
Alexandria, Jake, Caitlin and
Veronica, ages 5 to 15, reveal what
it's like to live with physical
disabilities. Their parents search
out opportunities where they are
accepted and feel valued, such as
an after-school dance program in
Queens, New York. With the help
of a loving community, including
dedicated teenage volunteers, the
students prepare for a spring
recital. Throughout all, they
become eloquent advocates for the
powers of inclusion, respect and
empathy.
9pm Reel South
Jonah Stands Up
Film by: Hannah Engelson. Jonah
Bascle was an unconventional
mayoral candidate, even by New
Orleans standards: artist,
comedian, disability-rights activist.
Born with muscular dystrophy,
Jonah raced against mortality
throughout his twenties. Combining
humor, political action, and a sense
of urgency, Jonah Stands Up
challenges stereotypes associated
with differently-abled individuals in
New Orleans.
9:30pm Reel South
The Exceptionally Extraordinary
By Lindsey Phillips and Lauren
Domino. Come along with colorful
characters carrying on a cherished
Mardi Gras tradition as they gather

at the epicenter of all things
costuming - the family-owned
Jefferson Variety fabric and craft
store. The film highlights the
creativity and personal expression
linked in the cultural identity and
narrative of New Orleans and
provides a deeper look into the
significance of costuming and the
carnival season.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am America ReFramed
Perfectly Normal for Me
Alexandria, Jake, Caitlin and
Veronica, ages 5 to 15, reveal what
it's like to live with physical
disabilities. Their parents search
out opportunities where they are
accepted and feel valued, such as
an after-school dance program in
Queens, New York. With the help
of a loving community, including
dedicated teenage volunteers, the
students prepare for a spring
recital. Throughout all, they
become eloquent advocates for the
powers of inclusion, respect and
empathy.

30 Wednesday
9pm Frontline
Target El Paso
How El Paso became Trump's
immigration testing ground and
then the target of a white
supremacist. Through interviews
with border patrol agents, militias,
local advocates, and migrants, the
inside story from the epicenter of
the border crisis.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Reel South
62 Days
Produced and Directed by:
Rebecca Haimowitz. Marlise
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Munoz was 33 years old and 14
weeks pregnant when she suffered
a pulmonary embolism and was
pronounced brain-dead. Due to a
little-known Texas law, the Munoz
family was forced to keep Marlise
on life support against her wishes.
62 Days follows the Munoz family's
journey from tragedy to activism as
they fight to change this law,
revealing the human toll behind a
growing political trend.
12:30am Independent Lens
Made In Boise
Go inside the lives of four
surrogates in Boise, Idaho and the
intended parents whose children
they carry. Follows the women as
they navigate the rigors of
pregnancy and the mixed feelings
of their own families, who struggle
to understand.

31 Thursday
8pm Life from Above
Colorful Planet
View Earth's kaleidoscope of colors
as seen from space. Swirls of
turquoise phytoplankton trigger an
oceanic feeding frenzy, China turns
yellow as millions of flowers bloom,
and at night the waters near
Argentina are spotted with green
lights.
9pm Food - Delicious Science
A Matter of Taste
Travel the world with Michael
Mosley and James Wong to learn
about the science that makes our
food taste delicious and the
powerful effect it has on our tongue
and nose.
10pm PBS NewsHour
11pm Nightly Business Report
11:30pm Dw The Day
12am Nova
Secrets of the Sky Tombs
A team of daring scientists reveals
ancient secrets of the first people to

settle the forbidding Himalayas.
Join them as they climb into
mountain tombs that preserve
evidence of strange rituals
designed to ward off the restless
spirits of the dead.

